Trumpet Audition Packet
2022-2023
Large Ensemble Auditions

Audition location, date, and time will be announced soon.

Auditions will be held behind a screen.
Each candidate will be given a number and should not speak, or do anything which would give away their identity.

**Prepare the following for the audition:**

Excerpts 1-5: required for all candidates
Excerpts 6-8: *only required if auditioning for Chamber Orchestra and/or Philharmonic*

You may use Bb and/or C trumpet (with correct transpositions) on any excerpt, regardless of which instrument it’s “written” for.

Exact excerpts will be selected at the audition
Brandt Etude No. 30
Dotted quarter = 50-60
Trumpet in Bb
Wurm Etude No. 13
Eighth note = 176
Trumpet in Bb
Excerpt 3
Barber - Commando March
Quarter = 144
Trumpet in Bb
Schumann - Chester
Quarter = 160
Trumpet in Bb
2. SONG WITHOUT WORDS
‘I’ll love my love’
Excerpt 6
Strauss - Till Eulenspigel
Dotted quarter = 128-132
Trumpet in F

Excerpt 7
Strauss - Till Eulenspigel
Dotted quarter = 128-132
Trumpet in F
Beethoven - Violin Concerto
Dotted quarter = 128-132
Trumpet 2 in D

Excerpt 8